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Meet the team

Team Aaldering is at your service on three continents. We proudly present to you our team members
from (South) Africa, Europe and Asia.

Marianne and Fons Aaldering
Founders and owners

Based in the Netherlands
When we think of Aaldering: We are so proud. What started as a dream
has evolved into a professional, family-owned and -managed company,
acquiring accolades for both our wines and our lodges. We always strive
for perfection and, to the best of our knowledge, with Aaldering we are
well on our way to achieving that
Our favourite Aaldering wine: Lady M, named after Marianne, what else?
The next step is to have gold medals for all our varieties, although that is
now in the hands of Jacqueline and Gert-Jan. We still enjoy coming over
to South Africa. However, the time has come for us to slow down a little
and also appreciate the other wonderful things in life - but we will never
stop loving wine
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Reinhard Odendaal

Jacqueline Aaldering

Gert-Jan Posthuma

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1980
The love for wine started: I grew up on a
wine farm and I remember this one time
when we drove out into the fields at the
end of the day. They were irrigating the
vineyard, and the spray was illuminated
by the setting sun. This sight was so
beautiful that I decided there and then
that I would spend my entire life living
on wine farms
Your favourite Aaldering wine: I love
wines in the Bordeaux style, and
therefore I would say the
Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1975
A wine lover? Of course. I enjoy a good
glass of wine at the end of the day.
Mainly whites, but also a glass of red
from time to time. I have a background
in plants and flowers, so vines are
absolutely fascinating to me
My favourite Aaldering wine:
The Sauvignon Blanc. And for the sake
of my mum: Lady M
The Aaldering Luxury Lodges are my
daily business and my inspiration. I am
so happy that after the lockdown we
can re-open

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1972
My favourite Aaldering wine used to be
the Pinotage, but currently I am blown
away by our Shiraz
Best moments: Seeing the grapes come
in for another 180,000 wonderful
bottles that will find their way to about
40 countries worldwide
My daily routine is continuously focusing
on quality and marketing control. And I
enjoy the teamwork with Jacqueline and
Reinhard

Greetje Swart

Madri Gerber

Johnna Zeng

Based in the Netherlands
Vintage: 1972
This is why I love the Aaldering wines:
They are so elegant with their lovely,
layered flavours, and there is something
new to discover with every sip
My favourite Aaldering wine: This is a
hard choice, but for now I would say
the Estate Chardonnay which is so
balanced with lovely crisp fruit, and also
ideal for pairing with food
My job at Aaldering to me means that
I am proud to represent these premium
wines in Europe

Based in the Netherlands
Vintage: non-vintage (like Champagne…
I am the bubble)
What I admire about Aaldering is that
for years now the company has strived
to excel. No challenge is too daunting in
our efforts to make the best wines and
to get our message across. Come and
taste!
My favourite Aaldering wine is
Pinotage Blanc

Based in Xiamen, China
Vintage: 1986
My favourite Aaldering wine is
Pinotage Blanc
Asia loves Aaldering wines because
they are so elegant and pure.
My happiest moment: Meeting up with
friends for a nice dinner with nice
wines… Celebrating life is done best with
a glass of wine

Winemaker and viticulturist

Sales manager Europe

Hospitality and Finance manager

Brand manager Europe
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International Sales
and Marketing manager

Sales manager Asia

Jacquin Arendse

Marilyn September

Marlvin Sosa

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1987
What I like about working at Aaldering
is that I have an all-round job and am
able to learn by doing on a daily basis
– that makes me happy. I want to learn
more and more about everything that
happens on the farm
When I am not working I enjoy playing
and watching sports

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1967
My job makes me happy because I am
part of a wonderful team at an
international company. I am really happy
that the lodge is operating again. I love
meeting people from all over the world.
So, come and enjoy everything that is
so beautiful out here

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1989
What makes me happy at Aaldering
is that I see the estate developing, and
that I am able to contribute to that.
I learn something new every day
When I am not working I enjoy doing nice
things together with my wife and our
one-year-old baby

Respect Njombo

Lexi & Roxy

Calitha Manhango

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1988
I like my job because it is healthy
to work outside. You should see my
appetite after a night out there
Aaldering to me means: Happiness, what
else? Would you like to get to know me
better? Read the interview on page 30

Based in South Africa
Lexi is the German Shepherd and the
eldest of the two
Roxy is the Malinois Shepherd and is
very playful. She is now learning the art
of guarding from her older colleague

Based in South Africa
Vintage: 1984
I like my job because Aaldering is a very
pleasant workplace. Come and see for
yourself, we welcome you with a smile
Afraid in the dark? No, not at all. I do
enjoy our patrols at night when the
guests are sleeping and I know for sure
the safety at Aaldering is top-notch

Farm worker and main driver

Security guard

Housekeeping

Guard dogs

Farm worker

Security guard
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Dear
wine lover!
W

A NEW FOREWORD – A DIFFERENT SIGNATURE

ith this edition of The South
African Dream a new era
begins at Aaldering Vineyards & Wines
- Luxury Lodges. The era of the new
generation.
We remember it as if it were yesterday.
We were living on the Spanish Costa
Brava – our son was about three years
old – when we received an excited
phone call from my parents. Not
only had they purchased a vineyard
in South Africa, but also a beautiful
house, and the whole family was
invited to come and celebrate the next
Christmas and New Year’s Eve in South
Africa.
“It’s like the Costa Brava, but the way
it was many years ago,” my father said
shortly after our arrival. It was our first
introduction to South Africa, and we
loved it from the very first moment.
What a fantastic country! Impressive
nature, beautiful villages and cities,
delicious food and incredibly friendly
people. As the Dutch Consul General
puts it: South Africa easily gets under
your skin. We agree 100%.
It was also the first time we got to
know the wonderful company my
parents were building: Aaldering
Vineyards & Wines – the then 24hectare vineyard in the Devon Valley
near Stellenbosch. We fully understood
why they purchased it.
Gert-Jan, Alejandro and I were in the
fortunate position of being able to
spend our annual holiday in South
Africa. Usually in the months of
December and January, and soon we
would stay for 4 to 6 weeks. We fell
more and more in love with the country,
the people and the company. We
have been closely following the South
African dream of my parents, and with
pride and full of admiration we have

seen Aaldering V&W grow.
A little over six years ago my husband
Gert-Jan and I were offered an
active role in the daily management
of Aaldering Vineyards & Wines
with regard to finance, hospitality,
marketing and sales. An opportunity
and challenge we seized with both
hands. Our son said: “It’s like a dream
come true”. He feels so much at home
here in South Africa.
Living and working permanently in a
country where you have only ever been
on holiday is different, of course. There
are challenges – that much is certain.
But we try to make every day a happy
one, and the beautiful surroundings
and fantastic climate certainly help.
We have come to know the business
inside out, and together with our
winemaker and viticulturist Reinhard
Odendaal, and our dedicated team, we
are on a roll.
We are enormously grateful for the
opportunities we have been given and
realise that we are in fact now living
the dream that my parents had in
mind for themselves. Fortunately, they
still spend several months a year
in South Africa during which we
see them regularly and enjoy
spending quality time with
them. Moreover, they are
of course the very best
“brand ambassadors”
we could wish for!
The word “quality”
comes up again and
again in everything
we do or are involved
in. In that context,
the past years have
been an excellent
learning curve, and
we are pleased that
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we have been able to gradually take all
the knowledge and experience with us,
to arrive where we are today.
And even though there is a different
signature under this word of welcome,
not much has changed in fact.
The commitment to quality and
performance remains because we are
convinced that this is the only way for
a long-term success and sustainable
future for us all.
Now that the world is slowly
re-opening, we hope to meet you, our
business partners, the many regular
lodge guests, and the many – many!
– wine lovers all around the world in
person again soon. This may of course
be in Asia or Europe, but preferably in
our dearly beloved South Africa.
And yes, the signature is different now:

Jacqueline Aaldering and
Gert-Jan Posthuma

4 o’clock. Early bird
catches worm. Is that
glass half full or half
empty?

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

a winemaker
Winemakers are often seen as unreachable stars performing their magic in the wine cellar –
an area that is strictly off limits to prying eyes. Aaldering’s winemaker Reinhard Odendaal
shows what a working day at the estate during harvest time really looks like. Is it magic or
simply hard work to make superior wines? A special look behind the scenes.
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A yoga session a day
keeps the doctor away.

Early coffee overlooking the
vineyards. They are looking
good, ready to harvest.

A
moment of happiness as I ride my
Washing,
quad
bike through the vineyards to
cutting,
see
how the vines are doing.
styling.

Checking the rain gauge.

Washing,
cutting,
styling.

And a second coffee
while coming down
the stairs.

Carefully checking
the quality of the
grapes. They
look perfect.

Checking the sugar balance
with the refractometer.

Work meeting with my team
in the wine cellar.
Where else?

A healthy breakfast
overlooking
the vineyards.

Admin is key in wine production.

Grapes entering
the pressing process.
First grapes arriving
at the cellar.

Instructions for
the harvest team
on how to treat
the grapes best.
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The first results of the 2021 harvest Pinotage Rosé.

Checking the sugar balance of the wine.

Is it his girlfriend on the
line? No, it is Fons who
wants to know every detail
of what is going on.

Stirring the lees of the Chardonnay.

On top of the business.

In the meantime,
grapes keep coming in.
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Wow, this looks
superb. Another
superior Aaldering
wine will find its way
to thirsty throats.

We have a tradition:
the harvest braai with
the famous South
African boerewors.

Boerewors on the braai; an explosion of flavour.

Taking a short break
and preparing for
one of the highlights
of the day.
Marilyn serves
boerewors rolls to
the harvest team.

And back to the cellar to taste
the first red wines.

Bringing red wine to the barrel.
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You are looking at a satisfied
winemaker. Our wines are great
again this year. What am I saying?
Better than great.

A A L D E R I N G V I N E YA R D S & W I N E S

Winemaking is something you do together,
time for a consultation with my assistant.

You won’t believe the amount of
admin that comes with winemaking.
Feels like a never-ending story.
Checking the settings of the
labelling machine.

Quality
control is key
at Aaldering.

Checking up on the
previous vintages.

Happy winemaker, happy team. And hopefully
happy clients. Cheers!

Checking the first
results of the 2021
harvest, the Pinotage
Rosé.
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A new day is dawning

In 2016 Jacqueline Aaldering moved to South Africa with her husband Gert-Jan and son Alejandro.
Since then they have made up the management team of Aaldering Vineyards & Wines –
Luxury Lodges, together with the winemaker. Five years on, founders and owners Marianne and
Fons Aaldering decided to take a back seat and leave the day-to-day running of the business to
them. They are fully confident that the wonderful company they have built will thrive in the capable
hands of their daughter and her family.

D

oes this mean that big changes are
afoot?
“No actually, not at all,” Jacqueline and Gert-Jan
chorus. “There was already an outstanding
company and we will keep on developing it to
keep it future-proof, together with my parents,”
adds Jacqueline. The biggest change in the past
year was the move to the manager’s lodge. They
found their true home living on the estate and
spending their days surrounded by the vines.
In Spain Jacqueline and Gert-Jan ran an estate
agency. They are very pleased with the way the
Aaldering estate has developed since 2007:
the modernisation of the wine cellar and the

“NOTHING
ESCAPES OUR
ATTENTION:
THE SOIL, THE
VINES, THE NEW
OLIVE TREES,
THE MAINTENANCE OF THE
LODGES, THE
WELL-BEING
OF OUR STAFF.
NOTHING!”
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tasting room, the newly-built entrance gates, the
arrival of the three luxury lodges, the manager’s
lodge and, more recently, the construction of
the maturation cellar and their own new home.
Top-quality materials are used in combination
with state-of-the art techniques.
Quality, the word which is forever on founders
Marianne and Fons’ lips. It is also Jacqueline
and Gert-Jan’s mantra, literally everywhere and
anywhere. “Nothing escapes our attention: the
soil, the vines, the new olive trees, the maintenance of the lodges, the well-being of our staff.
Nothing!”

A A L D E R I N G FACE TO FACE

The colour black
Jacqueline and Gert-Jan make a point
of emphasising that the company’s
uniqueness is a direct result of Marianne
and Fons’ resourcefulness when it comes to
quality management and marketing.
“Both are champions in thinking outside
the box.” For instance, take the fact that
black has become the leading colour
of the estate, as opposed to the colour
white which most wine houses in the Cape
Winelands use. The distinguishing black
colour was first used on the labels and
capsules on the also darkly-tinted bottles
and more recently on the entrance gate,
the tasting room, and the wine cellar.
Does this new phase mean that Marianne
and Fons will no longer be involved with
the estate?
“No, most certainly not,” according
to Jacqueline. “They have given us a
wonderful company for which we are
immensely grateful. But we hope that they
will feel involved for a long time yet. It was
their baby, and they raised it. There is still
so much we can learn from them. We love
brainstorming together and making new
plans. The most important thing for us is
that they will continue to be able to enjoy
their brainchild.”
So, no changes at all then?
“I think the fact that we are on the estate
for almost 365 days a year has made a
substantial difference. The guests and our
staff experience an increased commitment
and we are a solid team with winemaker
Reinhard.
I find that it pays to take care of your staff.
In loyalty, in appreciation,” says Jacqueline.
What’s next year’s big goal?
“The goal was and is to belong to the top
5 wine estates in South Africa. Booking
sites rate our lodges a 9.8 already. Of
course we are aiming for a 10!” emphasises
Jacqueline.
Gert-Jan: “These past five years we have
carefully analysed all parts of the business
to see where we could improve quality.
We have made improvements where we
should and could. This focus on high quality
remains extremely important for us.”
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“Women
of the World”
PINOTAGE ROSÉ - MAGNUM 2021

S

In the spring of 2021 Aaldering Vineyards & Wines
launched a magnum Pinotage Rosé. And not just any
magnum: this is the first edition in the series
“Women of the World”.

ince the foundation of Aaldering Vineyards
& Wines, the Aaldering wines have been
sold in elegant, dark-coloured bottles, with
black labels, black caps with different colours
that represent the colour of the wine. For the
first time, Aaldering has now deviated from this
philosophy and opted for a transparent bottle
through which the bright colour of the famous
rosé is beautifully visible.
And in this case, that bottle is a magnum,
because founder Fons Aaldering said: “On a
sunny day on a terrace in good company, an
ordinary bottle of wine is empty in no time. Our
magnum now ensures a well-filled glass for the
whole party.”
Gold medal
The Aaldering Rosé stands out for its Provencestyle colour, has a full body, and is “fruit-driven”.
Violet, strawberry, honeydew melon and vanilla
accurately describe the bouquet of this magnificent misty-pink Pinotage Rosé. The Aaldering
“Women of the World” Rosé was awarded the
prestigious International Drinks Business Global
Rosé Masters gold medal 2021. In this competition, Aaldering was the only South African
producer to receive a gold medal. In fact, it was
the first time ever in the seven-year history of
the competition that a South African Rosé was
awarded a gold medal.

“BECAUSE THE
BOTTLE BECOMES
PART OF AN
ENTIRE SERIES
OF “WOMEN OF
THE WORLD”, IT IS
ALSO AN INSTANT
COLLECTOR’S
ITEM”

Women of the World
Also for the first time in the history of Aaldering
Vineyards & Wines the name is now also linked
to a theme: “Women of the World”. This theme
has been translated into a colourful painting,
made by a Dutch artist.
This artwork is the first of a series. Over
the coming years, Aaldering will surprise its
customers with paintings of powerful women
from other countries or continents, such as
Japan or Africa. The condition is that the labels
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are always colourful and, of course, unique.
The label on the bottle is transparent and built
up with an extra number of layers of varnish
so that a relief is created. The legally required
information is on a small, transparent label on
the back of the bottle.
Collector’s item
The packaging consists of a festive-looking box
with a gift ribbon, containing 2 bottles.
The special thing about this new addition to
the Aaldering range is that you can remove
the Aaldering logo and the information label.
You are then left with a decorative bottle that
can be used as a vase or table water bottle.
Because the bottle becomes part of an entire
series of “Women of the World”, it is also an
instant collector’s item. Moreover, a limited
edition of only 3000 bottles was made and
exported to the countries where the Aaldering
wines are available.

AUVA
BRAZIL

With Aaldering being exported to 40 countries worldwide, we want to highlight our
distributors in new and expanding markets. They are the ambassadors of the Aaldering
brand. On this page we have a face to face with Alex Wolf, owner of AUVA in Brazil.

C

an you please explain the meaning of
AUVA?
“A UVA in Portuguese means the grape. We are
based in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil, and are
an online wine store focused on high-quality
wines. As taxes are extremely high in Brazil as
are import costs, wine is considered a luxury
product. Wines in Brazil usually cost more than
double the price of wine in other countries. For
this reason, the consumption of wine is still very
low. Due to local wine production and through
the import of cheap, low-quality wines the
consumption of this fluid “gold” has started
to increase. But Brazil is far away from being
France from having wine as a daily “need”.”
Why has AUVA chosen the Aaldering wines?
“The Aalderings are acquaintances of my
family from Holland. Being Dutch myself, but
living in Brazil, it is very nice to be able to bring
the highest-quality wines from South Africa
produced by Aaldering to Brazil. It’s a family
affair, so to say.”

How do you promote the Aaldering wines to your
clients?
“The Aaldering wines are promoted through our
online network, mainly through social media,
email marketing and local tastings.”

“THROUGH
AALDERING,
AUVA CAN BRING
MORE ATTENTION
TO WHAT SOUTH
AFRICA IS ABLE
TO OFFER”

Is there a favourite among your customers?
“The wine that stands out is the Pinotage as
this is a unique wine from Aaldering and from
South Africa.”
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How are your customers reacting to the
Aaldering wines?
“Most of the South African wines that are
available in Brazil are of very low quality. For
this reason our customers are very pleased with
the incredible quality of the Aaldering wines.
Now they can experience the high-quality wines
that South Africa is able to produce. Through
Aaldering, AUVA can bring more attention
to what South Africa is able to offer, not only
incredible Aaldering wines, but also a beautiful
country and culture that South Africa offers to
its visitors. When we do our tastings, we always
combine the natural beauty of the country with
the wonderful quality of the Aaldering wines,
which we were both able to enjoy.
It’s a win-win situation.”

A A L D E R I N G CUSTO M E R E X P ER I EN C ES

Xiamen Aodelin
International Trading
CHINA

China is one of the expanding markets for the wines of Aaldering Vineyards & Wines.
On this page we have a face to face with Johnna Zeng,
representing Xiamen Aodelin International Trading Co.,Ltd.

I

n 2018 Johnna Zeng met distributor
Xiamen Aodelin International Trading
Co.,Ltd, based in Xiamen. After an initial delivery
and tasting of the Aaldering wines, the company
was so thrilled about the quality that they
decided to decorate part of their impressive
office at the wonderful port of Xiamen with the
Aaldering colours and logo. We asked Johnna
how things worked out since that substantial
extra step on the Chinese market.
“Most of our customers are selling Aaldering
wines to their private channel customers. We
also call it group purchasing. Unlike in European
countries premium wines like the Aaldering wines
are not often bought by private customers.
Most of what is imported is sold to upmarket
restaurants and hotels. There are many kinds of
wines in China. From table wines to Grand Cru
fine wines. It’s not a luxury product.
Most people drink wines when there is something
to celebrate or at dinner with friends or family
occasions. I must say that Chinese people like to
show off with premium, high-quality wines. The

classy Aaldering bottles with the black labels,
so different from what we are used to make the
Aaldering wines very attractive.”

“THE AALDERING
CABERNET
SAUVIGNONMERLOT IS THE
WINNER”

Is there a favourite among your customers?
“The Aaldering Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot is
the winner. And there is a great demand for the
Aaldering Magnums and Double Magnums. They
really make an impression.”
How do you promote the Aaldering wines to your
clients?
“By introducing the beautiful boutique winery in
Stellenbosch by presenting the premium wines
together with some tastings. Experiencing the
wines is buying them. If you see how we present
the brand, you have your answer.”
How are your customers reacting to the
Aaldering wines?
“They find them elegant and of premium quality.”
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The new kids on the block
It’s one of those rare quiet mornings on the Aaldering estate. Reinhard Odendaal,
Aaldering’s winemaker, is a happy man. The harvest is done, the results are promising,
and the estate looks wonderful. Time for an update.

“I

n 2017, 3.5 hectares of new wine land
were acquired to enable us to rotate
between the existing vines and to plant new
cultivars. Also, 3 hectares were replanted; quite
an extensive operation if you bear in mind that
the boutique estate covers just 27 hectares
altogether. In October 2019 we started planting
exciting new cultivars: the Bordeaux beauties
Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc,
Petit Verdot, and Malbec. And a 1 hectare block
of Pinotage Bush Vine was added high up on
the estate, beautifully situated. In the future,
this cultivar will contribute to the further
refinement of the iconic Aaldering Pinotage.
Before we started planting, we had extensive
soil research done in collaboration with VINPRO
and the University of Stellenbosch to find out
what vines would thrive on our magnificent
terroir.”

“TURNING GRAPES
INTO WONDERFUL
WINE, THAT
TO ME IS PURE
HAPPINESS”
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What will the new cultivars bring to the
Aaldering wines?
“As we always say: our Aaldering Wines are pure,
elegant, and perfectly balanced and in harmony.
After finishing my studies at the University of
Stellenbosch I started working as an assistant
winemaker and viticulturist at Kanonkop, and at
Beyerskloof, which at that time, at the beginning
of this century, was “the home of Pinotage”.
I will therefore always have a soft spot for
Pinotage, which is why I was happy that I immediately recognised this estate as a paradise
for Pinotage when I first started working here.
The Pinotage that we produce is top quality.
But over the years I have also started to love
the Bordeaux style. We planted Merlot for
elegance and balance. Cabernet Sauvignon
brings structure and fruit, Cabernet Franc gives
the earthy tones, Petit Verdot adds acidity, and
Malbec delivers on exotic flavours and spice.
With these new cultivars we will be making an
iconic Bordeaux blend.”

A A L D E R I N G V I N E YA R D S & W I N E S

the grapes will get even better. The results of
all these efforts can be tasted in our wines.
As a team, Jacqueline, Gert-Jan and I always
discuss in what areas we think we can do better.
And in our quest for quality we implement
improvements whenever we can.”

Can we expect them this year already?
“No, with wine you need to be very patient.
I expect them to be ready in about two years.
The vines already bear fruit, but we cut the
grapes off, because we want the power of the
plant in the shoots. The first grapes we harvest
from these vines will be used for the Florence
Rosé.”
How would you describe the Aaldering magic?
“For me it all started with the realisation that
giving life to the plants and transforming
the grapes into something as wonderful and
magical as wine is a daily blessing. Not too
many winemakers also studied viticulture. To me
the viticulture part is the most important part.
If the grapes are not good, there’s only me to
blame. So I try to get the best possible grapes
by treating the vineyard in the best possible
way, in order to make the best possible wine.
And I love being part of a small team. I know
my grapes and wines intimately because I am
around them every day. It’s almost like a love
affair. And by being there, I can already imagine
making the wines three months ahead.”

Looking at those new cultivars, are they growing
in the way you hoped for?
“As you can see, they are doing wonderfully, the
soil of this vineyard is really amazing.”

“WITH THESE NEW
CULTIVARS WE WILL
BE MAKING AN
ICONIC BORDEAUX
BLEND”

Do you have to treat these ‘new kids on the
block’ differently than the ‘old blokes’?
“Yes, we still have to shape them until they look
like the older vines. And as they are still young,
they have different fertilisation needs. I fertilise
every block differently, it’s quite technical. But
to me maximum attention delivers the best
grapes possible. It is all just so much chemistry,
we sometimes jokingly say that we are more like
undercover nurses.”
Are you following nature, or are you trying to
control it?
“I would like to be able to control it, but it’s
actually more like following. With last year’s
rains and constant winds, the vines require a lot
of damage control. If you want to stand up to
nature, you will break. I am more like bamboo:
I bend in the wind.”

Given the constant top quality of the wines, is
there still room for improvement?
“There should always be room for improvement.
I learn something new every day, and we are
constantly monitoring the soil, water conditions,
everything. So I will personally improve, and
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A A L D E R IN G LUXURY LO D G ES

The ultimate Aaldering
Lodges Experience

With scores close to ten out of ten for location, luxury, and hospitality on the various booking sites,
the Aaldering Luxury Lodges have a unique position in Stellenbosch. Apparently, a stay at a boutique
working wine farm of visitors from all over the world. The team consisting of Jacqueline, Gert-Jan and
Reinhard more than live up to their high expectations in the way they oversee the daily management of the
lodges and the wine estate.

A A L D E R IN G LUXURY LO D G ES

W

ith its black architectural features, the
imposing wine estate in Devon Valley –
a stone’s throw from Stellenbosch – is a real
eye-catcher. The design, both inside and out, is
modern, with the colour black contrasting with
the white of the traditional wine houses: a daring statement in the shade of the old oak trees.
In the background, with a wide view of the vineyards and rugged mountain ridges on one side,
and the picturesque valley on the other, we can
see the outlines of the three Luxury Lodges.
The three spacious suites each have a private
terrace, living room with fireplace, bedroom and
bathroom, and an open kitchenette. Here, the
design is traditional, with a white, traditional
Cape Dutch façade and interiors that are an artistic mix of colonial style and modern furniture.
The pièce de résistance is the beautiful infinity
pool with a jacuzzi. The oohs and aahs when
first spotting it are almost standard. It is also a
wonderful place to enjoy the sunset with a glass
of wine, or relax in our luxurious loungers while
reading a book. It seems that paradise is right
here.

“IN THE
MORNING, THE
SUMPTUOUS
HOT
BREAKFAST IS
SERVED IN THE
TASTING ROOM.
IN WINTER, THE
FIREPLACE
SPREADS A
COMFORTING
WARMTH. IN
SUMMER THE
IMPOSING OAKS
CAST THEIR
SHADOWS ON
THE TERRACE
TO PROTECT
YOU FROM THE
AFRICAN SUN”

Ten out of ten for hospitality
The lodges opened in December 2013 and have
since been particularly popular with the interna-

tional clientele of this boutique winery.
Guests who sometimes choose to stay for
weeks on end enjoy the ultimate tranquillity and
grandeur of the countryside, but at the same
time also its cosy homeliness, the stylish luxury,
and the fantastic wines that winemaker Reinhard Odendaal proudly presents during intimate
barrel tastings, especially for the temporary
residents of the three lodges. Five-star luxury
on a boutique working wine farm, and it is precisely this small scale that makes for special
encounters and conversations. In the morning,
the sumptuous hot breakfast is served in the
tasting room. In winter, the fireplace spreads
a comforting warmth. In summer, the imposing
oaks cast their shadows on the terrace to protect you from the African sun. A wonderful start
of the day that you may then want to spend
lazing by the pool, or visiting Stellenbosch, the
wine capital of South Africa, situated only a
stone’s throw away. Perhaps you will choose to
spend a day in Cape Town which, like the posh
town of Franschhoek, is only a a thirty-minute
drive from the lodge.
A touch of Dutch
The hospitality that is regularly awarded a perfect score of ten out of ten can be credited to
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Jacqueline. Hospitality is her absolute passion.
“I do my utmost to ensure that the stay is perfect, if possible more perfect than perfect. It is
all about the eye for detail and the attention
you give. Because we are small, our approach
is personal. We welcome our guests and show
them around their suite. In our opinion, a stay on
a wine estate should also include a nice glass of
wine in order to enjoy the beauty of the sun setting over the valley even more. Each lodge therefore offers three bottles of our best wines for our
guests to taste during their stay.”
Pure luxury
The lodges, built in classic Cape Dutch style,
intriguingly contrast with the modern black tasting room. Both the living room and bedroom are
urnished with antique furniture, combined with
contemporary gadgets such as an iPad, plasma
TV, a Nespresso coffee machine, and a modern
sound system. The all-white bathrooms with
their beautiful egg-shaped bathtub and rain
shower meet the requirements of even the most
demanding traveller. For a perfect night’s sleep,
there is also a “pillow menu” on offer, from which
guests can select one of six different types of
pillows. In short, everything has been thought of,

and everything – like the wines – is absolutely
top-notch.

“THE
ALL-WHITE
BATHROOMS
WITH A
BEAUTIFUL
EGG-SHAPED
BATHTUB AND A
RAIN SHOWER
MEET THE
REQUIREMENTS
OF EVEN
THE MOST
DEMANDING
TRAVELLER”

The pleasure of tasting
Staying at a working wine farm means that you
will have a chance to see the pickers at work
during harvest time, but the farm is bustling with
activity all year round. In short, there is never
a dull moment. Of course, visitors are welcome
to try Aaldering’s wines. For the guests of the
Luxury Lodges, winemaker Reinhard offers a
very informative barrel tasting during which you
can get to know the wines that are still maturing in the barrel. When you subsequently enjoy
the extensive tasting in the tasting room, you
will taste and see the development that these
wines have gone through during their journey
from tank or barrel to bottle. With love and passion for their products, Jacqueline, Gert-Jan or
Reinhard will guide you through the wonderful
world of Aaldering wines.
You are very welcome to experience our Aaldering Luxury Lodges for yourself. We look forward
to seeing you in our lovely South Africa!
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Meet

Respect Njombo

Calitha Manhango

They have been employed as security guards since the lodges were added to the wine estate.
Together with dogs Lexi and Roxy, they ensure the safety of the guests from dusk till dawn.

A

t Aaldering Lodges the safety of the
guests is key. In addition to a state-ofthe-art security fence and surveillance cameras,
the safety of the guests is guarded by two
fantastic dogs, and their handlers Respect
and Calitha. The two half-brothers take turns
patrolling the estate at night and watch over
the guests while they are resting their heads
on their luxurious pillows. This added security
service, provided by these two special employees
of Aaldering Vineyards & Wines, is purely for the
purpose of prevention.
Respect and Calitha have the same father,
but different mothers and grew up on a farm in
Zimbabwe. Respect loves vegetables, the South
African speciality “pap and chicken”, and his
sisters. Calitha is a true carnivore, and “unfortunately” only has brothers to love.
How did the two of you end up at Aaldering?
Respect: “I applied successfully for the job in
2014. You could say I am a senior now. Most
likely I will stay here forever.”
Calitha: “I saw that he was really happy there, so
I followed a month later.”
Is it difficult or different to work for a Dutchowned company?
Respect: “For me it is not difficult. The owners
and management are very strict, but once you
know how they want the job to be done, it is very
easy and very nice to work for them.”
Calitha: “They want everything to be perfect –
more than perfect, super perfect. But once you
know that you can do the job the best you can.”
Respect: “I learned a lot working here, and
learning is my passion. They also gave me
opportunities to improve myself. When I am not
working as a security guard I can work on my
skills as a handyman on the farm.”
Calitha: “We also learn how to interact with
guests from all over the world.”
Respect: “I’m from Africa and I have never
travelled the world. If we have a chat with the
guests, I always learn one or two things.”

Jan, Jacqueline and their son to set up a nice
vegetable garden. Yes, it feels like a family affair.”
Calitha: “We both feel that way. It’s staff-friendly
and they help out when there are problems.”
Respect: “I am really proud to be working here.
If I was a guest, I would book for three months.
Staying here is a must-do experience.”
Can you tell us more about your two
“co-workers”?
Calitha: “They are Shepherds, very skilled
watchdogs.”
Respect: “Lexi and Roxy are wonderful.”
Tell us more about your working day?
Respect: “Our working day starts at five in the
afternoon and ends at seven in the morning.
During the night we patrol the premises with the
dogs at regular intervals. Since there is an alarm
system on the fence we do not need to run
up and down. Most of the nights we only have
encounters with animals.”
“IF I WAS A
GUEST, I WOULD
BOOK FOR
THREE MONTHS.
STAYING HERE
IS A MUST-DO
EXPERIENCE”

During your night shift it is pitch-dark. How does
the darkness affect your senses?
Respect: “You get used to it. I can see some
metres away.”
Calitha: “For us it is the same as dawn or dusk.”
Respect: “And luckily we are not afraid of the
dark.”
And during the day?
Respect: “If I am fit enough, I sleep for three
hours after the shift. After that, I read for a
bit, or when they need me, I help out on the
farm. And I love to listen to music, any music, I
need the sound in my ears. I have two beautiful
daughters: Alicia who is 9, and Ashely who is 4.
I think she’s the last one. Life is tough here, so
there’s no need to have a heap of children.”
Calitha: “I just got married for the second time.
My first marriage didn’t work out. I don’t have
any children yet.”
Is it nice to work with your brother?
Respect: “That’s more than nice.”
Calitha: “We never have arguments, everything
goes smoothly.”
Respect: “Because we have always been
together. Every day is Christmas Day for me
here.”

Aaldering Vineyards & Wines is a family-owned
and -managed company. Do you feel part of the
estate family?
Respect: “Absolutely, I feel as if I’m mister Fons’s
last-born. And during lockdown we helped Gert-
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A A L D E R I N G V I N E YA R D S & W I N E S

THE AALDERING

Signature Box
After 15 years of dedication and passion for creating high-quality wines, and with
numerous awards under our belt, Aaldering Vineyards & Wines has carefully crafted a
unique wooden box to serve as the packaging of our flagship wines.

O

ur commitment to delivering premium
quality wines to wine lovers all over the
globe goes a lot further than just a wine in a
bottle. We believe our customers’ wine journey
should be a sophisticated affair, elegantly
presented to match our range of premium wines.
The Aaldering Signature Boxes are specially
developed to exquisitely package either three or
six bottles of Aaldering’s wines. A graceful yet
straightforward flat wooden box is also available
for a collection of six wines.
Limited edition
Made of solid pine wood with the Aaldering
logo neatly printed and signed by founder and
owner, Alfons Aaldering, our Signature Box is a
high-quality limited edition to display our wine
range.
First of all it’s of course a wonderful gift for wine
lovers all over the globe. But it’s also a perfect
corporate gift as a token of appreciation for
your dearest clients, a gift to spoil newlyweds on
their wedding day, for a birthday celebration, or
as a Christmas present for those appreciative
of fine and elegant wines that have received
numerous accolades. You can even decide to
buy it for yourself instead of bringing it with you
as a present.
Can we just say that this limited edition
Signature Box is actually the perfect gift for any
occasion?

Our red selection includes the Estate Lady
M (unwooded Pinotage), Pinotage (Reserve),
Shiraz, and Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot.
The beautiful, golden Estate Noble Late Harvest
dessert wine (750ml) is another exceptional
addition to any collection.
The combinations are endless, and the wines
are irresistible!
“THE
COMBINATIONS
ARE ENDLESS, AND
THE WINES ARE
IRRESISTIBLE!”

Wine selection
Wine lovers and wine collectors, eat your heart
out. When selecting your wines for the Signature
Box, you can choose from our entire Estate and
Premium wine range. The white wines are our
Estate Sauvignon Blanc, Pinotage Blanc, and
Chardonnay.
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For someone special
Each wine bottle is packaged in printed tissue
paper fit for the occasion, with the wine label
“shining” through as an extra touch of style.
And last, but not least: before we seal the box
with copper nails, our Aaldering magazine The
South African Dream finds its way into the box
as our last signature mark for a unique artisanal
package. Aaldering’s Signature Box is therefore
a rare treasure to add to your wine collection or
a bespoke gift for someone special.

H A P PY
AALDERING
NEWS
NEW:
Pinotage in Magnum and Double Magnum
Following the international success of the
Aaldering Estate Pinotage 2012 in Magnum
and Double Magnum bottles, and the Aaldering
Estate Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot 2016 in
bottles between one-and-a-half and fifteen
litres, we have now come up with a worthy
successor: the Aaldering Estate Pinotage 2019
in Magnum and Double Magnum.
Aaldering Vineyards & Wines is known for the
Pinotage grape, so it is no coincidence that
we are able to make no less than four different
wines from this versatile grape variety: the
Pinotage Blanc, Pinotage Rosé, the elegant
Lady M and, last but not least, our Estate
Pinotage. This wood-aged wine is, of course,
perfect for storing for a number of years, and

what better way to do this than in one-anda-half- or three-litre bottles to open on special
occasions.
We are also releasing our traditional limited
edition, with a unique handwritten number on
each bottle. New to this particular edition is the
packaging. These bottles are not only available
in a printed wooden box, but also in a cardboard
gift box for two Magnums, and a singlebottle cardboard box for
the Double Magnum.
We are thus able to
offer a suitable bottle
size and packaging for
every occasion and
budget.

2 glasses of red wine are good for your health
Last January 2021, the Royal
Association of Dutch Wine Traders
(KVNW) organised a symposium
to discuss the latest scientific
research concerning wine, alcohol
and health. Renowned experts
from various fields shared their
insights and knowledge with regard
to current research on healthy
eating and drinking, the changing
attitudes towards alcoholic
beverages, and the influence of the
media on public opinion towards
alcohol and wine consumption.
Prof Nicolai Worm, PhD (University
of Munich) has been studying the
effect of wine on health for years. He has proved
with numerous studies and statistics that wine
is good for us. Those who drink two glasses of
wine a day have up to 30% less risk of heart
disease than those who do not drink at all. But
there is a certain nuance to this:
- Drinking two glasses of wine a day has a
positive effect, but drinking seven glasses of
wine twice a week does not. Excessive alcohol
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consumption is unhealthy in all cases.
-F
 rance seems to be the healthiest country
in the world. Cardiovascular diseases are
practically non-existent. Yet the average
Frenchman drinks twice as much alcohol
as the average Belgian. But, according to
Professor Worm, the French always drink with
their meals, and therefore never (or rarely) get
drunk.
- Moderate drinking prevents strokes, because a
small quantity of alcohol stimulates the flow of
blood to the brain, as it does to the heart.
- Even at the same age and with the same body
mass index, women should only consume half
as much alcohol as men in order to realise
the same health curve. This is because the
fat content in women’s bodies is higher. Sorry,
ladies!
- Red wine is better than white wine. This is
because of the higher level of polyphenols in
red wine. Polyphenols are found in the skin of
the grape, which is fermented along with the
grapes to make red wine.
The message is clear: enjoy, but drink in
moderation. Your health.. Literally!

A A L D E R I N G V I N E YA R D S & W I N E S – L U X U RY LO D G E S

Hall of fame
As always, the wines of Aaldering
Vineyards & Wines have received
a number of much-appreciated
accolades and medals this year. We
keep track of these on our website
www.aaldering.co.za, and of course
in our hall of fame.

Scan here

Chenin Blanc from
Florence by Aaldering
Chenin Blanc is to white wine what
Pinotage is to red wine in South
Africa: both have a unique reputation.
To enrich the assortment of wines,
Aaldering chose to add this grape
variety to the Florence by Aaldering
range in 2020. This versatile white wine
is pale straw in colour. On the nose you
will recognise tropical fruit, supported
by quince and peach blossoms. An
enticing minerality lends backbone to
the nose and palate. The palate is full
bodied with a creamy mouthfeel, and a
refreshing acidity lends support to the
clean, fruit-driven flavours derived from
the nose.
Enjoy this wine over the next 4 years
and pair it with a prawn salad, fig
and goats cheese starter, or with a
slow-roasted chicken marinated in
fresh lemon and herbs.

Labelling machine
As a boutique winery
with a limited annual
production, it is almost
impossible for us to
own all the necessary
machinery. Fortunately,
there is a wide range
of service companies in
the wine industry that
offer a solution. Think
for example of machines
for filtering, bottling, but
also for labelling.
With regular export
orders to more than 40 countries worldwide, it is almost
impossible to have all bottles in stock, properly labelled.
Having our own labelling machine would therefore be
ideal for ultimate flexibility and fast deliveries.
This is why Aaldering Vineyards & Wines opted for
purchasing a labelling machine from the French supplier
CDA in 2020. This state-of-the-art machine perfectly
complements our production process. Accurate, precise,
and fast, easy to operate, and completely digitally
controlled. The final touches to both the Florence and
Estate ranges are in excellent “hands”.
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H A P PY
AALDERING
NEWS
New markets

Aaldering Vineyards & Wines – family-owned, and familymanaged – is and will remain a boutique vineyard with a
limited annual production of about 180,000 bottles. Only
a fraction of the wine is sold locally in South Africa. The
majority finds its way to wine lovers around the world. We
now export to more than 40 countries, with deliveries varying
from a single pallet to an ocean container loaded with 10 or
20 pallets. Every order is handled with the utmost attention

by the Aaldering team. We are reaching more and more
countries and over the past year we have added a significant
number of new markets, such as Brazil, Poland, Slovakia, and
Singapore.
Would you like to know more about Aaldering wines in your
home country? Please visit our website, or send an email to
sales@aaldering.co.za.

Florence by Aaldering –
shortly available with
screw cap
Traditional, old-fashioned?
When Aaldering Vineyards
& Wines introduced
the Florence range, we
opted for a classic bottle
combined with a cork. To
further strengthen the
position of these wines in
the market, we will shortly
be introducing a screw cap
to this range. Of course,
not just any screw cap, but
the patented StelvinLux
screw cap that perfectly
matches the quality image
of Aaldering Vineyards
& Wines. So, opening
a bottle of Florence by
Aaldering will soon be even
easier.

☺
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New:
planting of
olive trees
What to do with a hectare of land
that is just a little bit less suitable
for planting grapes? Simple: you
plant olive trees! To enhance
the Aaldering Estate, some 200
young olive trees will be planted in
2021. We have made a deliberate
choice for so-called ‘table olives’,
like the Manzanilla variety. In this
way, the guests of our Luxury
Lodges will not only be able to
enjoy the Estate wines, but also
the Aaldering Estate olives.

A A L D E R I N G V I N E YA R D S & W I N E S – L U X U RY LO D G E S

Maturation Cellar

It is a well-known fact that to make high-quality red wines,
you need patience. And in the case of a wine producer, that
also means you need space. After constructing a state-ofthe-art wine cellar in 2012, and the optimisation of the wine
production with much needed extra barrels for our red wines,
Aaldering Vineyards & Wines was again faced with a lack of
space. Moreover, there was an explicit wish to only market
Estate red wines that have enjoyed optimal maturation, both
in the wooden barrel and in the bottle.
Therefore, plans were made for the construction of a
300-square-metres maturation cellar. Construction began

in 2020, and this cellar is now in full use. Air-conditioned,
of course, but also completely
Scan here
underground for excellent
insulation and a constant
temperature and humidity all year
round. The cellar accommodates
more than 175,000 bottles of wine
and is the ultimate step towards
maximising our wine quality.

Dam
The dam of Aaldering Vineyards & Wines is
located at the lowest point of the estate, and
is thus able to fill up with rainwater during the
winter season. In the growing season this water
is used for the trickle irrigation of the vineyard,
if needed. It is therefore of great importance
that the natural balance in the reservoir is
closely monitored. A healthy population of fish,
aquatic plants and lots of oxygen are key to
this. In collaboration with a local environmental
organisation, this balance is now monitored
even more closely, making the dam a joy to
behold. Being environmentally friendly and
making wine go hand in hand.

☺
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Dylan Lewis’
MYTHICAL WORLD

T

Only a stone’s throw away from Aaldering Vineyards & Wines - Luxury
Lodges, in the majestic rugged mountain wilderness where the leopard still
roams, you will find the Dylan Lewis Sculpture Garden.

he towering sculptures of Dylan Lewis are
becoming well-known landmarks in South
Africa, where they grace botanical gardens, golf
courses, grand hotel foyers and the homes of
discerning collectors. Increasingly, they are
being snapped up by galleries and institutions
abroad.
Widely recognised as one of the world’s
foremost sculptors of the animal form, the
South African artist initially focused on the big
cats; in recent years, he has also been using the
human figure in his immense statues in order to
explore our relationship with our “inner wilderness”.
Men of name and fame, such as Nelson Mandela
and His Royal Highness Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands, visited his studio in Mulberry Farm.
The Dutch prince was honoured to open the
renovated studio in 1998.
Lewis was raised in an artistic family; his father
was a successful sculptor. After his early death,
Dylan followed in his footsteps, working in his
studio and sculpting birds as his father used to
do. Soon after his career as an artist started to
take off, Dylan left Cape Town to live and work in
the game reserves of Southern Africa. Immersed
in the wilderness he loved, he started to paint
and sculpt the wild animals that surrounded him
daily.

gardens of private myth, the blond and goodlooking artist explores what he calls “the
Jungian notion of ‘the wilderness within’”. More
than 60 sculptures thus far have been carefully
sited along 2,5 miles of walking paths.
Since you are required to book time slots, and
visits can only be arranged by appointment,
you nearly wander alone amongst the artworks
that almost seem to come alive on this piece of
wilderness in the Cape Winelands.

“MORE THAN 60
SCULPTURES
THUS FAR
HAVE BEEN
CAREFULLY
SITED ALONG
2,5 MILES
OF WALKING
PATHS”

Wildness versus human society tamed by rules,
that is what makes Lewis’ heart tick. “Humans
have progressively colonised the Earth’s wild
places, and though our lifestyle may have
improved, this has brought an accompanying
shadow.” Which in his view is: “The widespread
ecological destruction of our planetary home,
and the psychological trauma as we become
increasingly disconnected from nature. We are
born “wild” but must censor these aspects in
ourselves to live in social groupings. My statues
and the way my garden is landscaped show how
I learned to live with this paradox. They show
a physical and visual balance around a centre
point.”
The visit to the gardens will lift your spirit,
walking in silence and while admiring all the
pieces of art. We suggest that afterwards you
return to one of our sophisticated lodges overlooking our wonderful Devon Valley, and while
the sun sets let the images of the day pass by,
enjoying a wonderful glass of Aaldering Estate
wine.

Unearth the wilderness
In 2017 Dylan Lewis opened his own gardens,
bordering the neat suburbs of Stellenbosch and
the dramatic mountain wilderness. In these
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The first winemakers
IN SOUTH AFRICA

T

Dutchman Jan van Riebeeck played an important role in the establishment of
South Africa as a wine country. But how did that happen at the time?

he history of the Cape vine is closely
intertwined with the history of colonial
South Africa. In 1652, Jan van Riebeeck was
commissioned by the United Dutch East India
Company (Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie,
or VOC in Dutch) to establish a trading post
and refreshment point for food and water for
the VOC fleet at the Cape of Good Hope. In
1656 he planted the first grapevines in the
Compagnie Gardens. It is said that one of
the first vines can still be admired in Heritage
Square in Cape Town. On 2 February 1659, a
proud Van Riebeeck wrote in his diary: Today,
praise the Lord, wine was pressed for the first
time from Cape grapes.

Groot Constantia in the old days

“TODAY, PRAISE
THE LORD, WINE
WAS PRESSED
FOR THE FIRST
TIME FROM
CAPE GRAPES”

The perfect climate
The arrival in 1679 of Simon van der Stel as the
first governor of the Cape of Good Hope was of
great significance for the further expansion of
Cape wine growing. He was interested in botany,
planting vineyards and distilling liqueurs, and
can therefore be considered one of the founders
of South African viticulture. He founded Groot
Constantia, a small green wine region near Cape
Town, and produced sweet wines there that
gained name and fame.
The Cape’s impressive mountain ridges provide
a beautiful dramatic backdrop for perhaps the
most spectacular wine regions in the world. The
vineyards are located in the valleys and on the

Buitenverwachting, one of the oldest estates in Constantia
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A A L D E R I N G A S N I P P E T O F H I STO RY

Constantia Winelands

slopes, taking advantage of the many
microclimates that abound in this mountainous
region. The climate of the southwestern Cape
is cooler than its location, 35 degrees south of
the equator, would suggest. The Atlantic and
Indian Oceans merge here, and temperatures
are tempered by the cold Benguela Current
that sweeps northward along Africa’s west
coast from the South Pole. Summers are warm
rather than hot and winters are mild and almost
frost-free; climatic conditions that are ideal for
growing a wide variety of grapes.
The French touch
With the arrival of the French Huguenots at
the end of the 17th century, the necessary
knowledge of winegrowing also entered South
Africa and accelerated the development of local
viticulture. However, the financial resources to
produce high-quality wines were lacking. There
was a shortage of quality wooden barrels and
barrels used for storing wine, including those
that had previously been used for curing meat.
Only the sweet wine from Groot Constantia
remained highly valued. The occupation by the

Pinotage grape

The first arrival of Jan van Riebeeck on the Cape

English at the beginning of the 19th century
meant a new market and an enormous boom in
viticulture. However, this came to an abrupt halt
when the English left the country. The dreaded
phylloxera pest, which destroyed almost all the
vines, was another blow. In the 1900s a decision
was made to start importing grafted vines from
the United States: a great success!
“IN THE 1900S A
DECISION WAS
MADE TO START
IMPORTING
GRAFTED VINES
FROM THE
UNITED STATES:
A GREAT
SUCCESS!”

Pinotage
In 1925, the most important event in South
African wine history took place when chemist
and viticulturist Abraham Izak Perold crossed
the grape varieties pinot noir and hermitage and
created Pinotage, the signature South African
grape variety. Despite apartheid, the fame and
quality of South African wines grew, and in 1973
the first wine trail in the country, the Stellenbosch Wine Route, was created. That same
year saw the introduction of the controlled
designation of origin, “Wine of Origin”, by means
of a certification seal on the bottle.
The rest is history and at present, more than
300 years later, South Africa can count itself
among the best wine countries in the world.

Pediment of the wine cellar of Groot Constantia
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Siobhan
Thompson
“WoSA is here
to serve the
wine industry”

Siobhan Thompson has been CEO
of WoSA (Wines of South Africa) for
8 years now. With a background in
marketing and a passion for building
brands, she is the representative
of choice for all South African wine
producers who export their products.

W

oSA, which was established in its
current form in 1999, has over 500
producers in its database, comprising all the
major South African wine exporters. Liberated
by the advent of democracy in 1994, the South
African wine industry has gone from strength to
strength, with exports reaching 319 million litres
in 2020. Currently, more than 2,800 farmers
cultivate some 92,005 hectares of land under
vines, and some 270,000 people are employed
both directly and indirectly in the wine industry.
With her background in marketing, Siobhan’s
passion is building brands. And that is exactly
what she has been doing for 8 years already at
WoSA: building the brand of South African wines.
Presumably WoSA is not an NGO. What is the
business model?
“From every litre of wine that is exported, a
certain amount of money is collected by WoSA.
80% of that goes to WoSA, which we use for
marketing and promotion, and 20% goes into a
transformation fund, which is used for projects
to transform the wine industry.”

intelligence and market information. We do
consumer research, and we buy information. In
short, we gather and share information with our
members.”
Education plays a big part as well?
“Yes, it’s a two-way street. We try and educate
our members as much as possible on the various
markets in order for them to be more effective in
their sales and marketing efforts. We also gather
information and learnings from our members.
The question “How to do business in a market?”
is very important.”
“IT’S NOT ABOUT
JUST SENDING
WINE; IT IS ABOUT
SENDING WINE
WITH A BETTER
TURNOVER FOR
THE PRODUCER”

Who are your members?
“Our members are exporters of South African
wines, so if you already are, or plan to start
exporting wine, you can become a member.”
How do you get your information about what is
happening in the industry worldwide?
“We have marketing managers in the different
countries we focus on, and they gather
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Is there a lot of money involved?
“In order to act on our mandate and make the
most impact with our limited funds, WoSA has a
focused approach to marketing and is only able
to be active in selected markets.
South Africa still exports a majority (around
60%) of its packaged wine to European
countries. We have a competitive advantage
versus our Southern Hemisphere competitors
in that we are geographically closer to Europe,
and have strong historical trading ties with and
affection for countries like the Netherlands,
Germany, Sweden and the UK. The focus in
these markets is to grow value and a quality
image, while ensuring volume does not decline.
South Africa needs then also to look to the USA,
Greater China, as well as Africa for future volume
growth.”

A A L D E R I N G FACE TO FACE

go back and ‘sell’ our country and our wines. It
is all about the story we want to tell. Not only
about the brand, but also about South Africa.”

South African wines are often listed as supermarket wines in high volumes and with low retail
prices.
“I would rather describe them as excellent offers.”
Good value for money?
“Yes, and it’s our job now to show retailers,
importers and wine lovers in these importing
countries that South Africa has a wide range of
top quality wines as well.
In fact, they need to know that in terms of
quality we always deliver more than expected.
Unfortunately, because of our history in the past
we were not known for making award-winning
wines but that has definitely changed over
the past 6 years with many of our wines being
awarded top awards and accolades. It’s good
to see that our high-quality wines seem to be
getting better distribution in markets and are
easier to find and buy.”

“IT’S GOOD TO
SEE THAT OUR
HIGH-QUALITY
WINES SEEM
TO BE GETTING
BETTER
DISTRIBUTION IN
MARKETS AND
ARE EASIER TO
FIND AND BUY”

What is needed to get the spotlight on South
African wines?
“Firstly, we need to create more brand South
Africa trading platforms at big shows, like
ProWein, and generic tasting events, which
enable our wine producers to showcase their
brands. We then also need to ensure that
important journalists, influencers, and
sommeliers are invited to visit our Cape
Winelands. This is the opportunity to tell
the story about our wines and our beautiful
winelands and create ambassadors who will then

So, tourism and the wine industry should go
hand in hand?
“Definitely. People from Europe already have
some understanding of South Africa. But in
China and North America that’s a different
story. So we must bring the country alive for
them. There are so many beautiful people and
stories to create the bigger picture. It’s nice to
see that around the world people are starting to
recognise that story. We can offer people a total
experience encompassing not only wine, but
food, accommodation and adventure.”
How would you persuade me to buy South
African wine?
“The first and most important thing I would do is
put a bottle of wine in front of you. Then I would
tell you a story about the country, and why it is
so wonderful to produce wine. I create the story
around the people, the place, the wine, and
then… you try the wine.”
Shall we try the Aaldering wines now?
“With pleasure. I think their wines are great.
The bottles look so classy. My favourite is the
Pinotage Blanc because it is so different. For me
the Aaldering wines stand out with that elegant
classiness, the owners and management are
innovative. And their magazine is a beautiful
showcase for their wines and South Africa.”
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The Big Five
The most sought-after African animals
The “Big Five” refers to five African game animals: the lion, leopard, elephant, buffalo, and
rhinoceros. These animals were originally called the Big Five not for their size, but for the
level of difficulty and danger big-game hunters had to face when tracking and hunting these
animals on foot. Bringing down one of these Big Five won the hunter a trophy, therefore
making them the most sought-after African animals in the big-game hunting world.

J

ust over a hundred years ago, these five
animals were still very common in South
Africa. In 1909, American president Theodore
Roosevelt himself embarked on an African safari
and scientific expedition and in his book African
Trail Games was quoted as saying that due
to the sheer number he had encountered “the
African elephant would never become extinct”.
Fast forward to the present day, with most Big
Five animals currently listed as “vulnerable” or
“endangered” species.
In 1990, South Africa decided to honour the
beauty of the Big Five, and their important
contribution to the country’s tourism, by
displaying each of them on their banknotes.
Nowadays, African safari operators borrow
the term Big Five when promoting their tours
and lodges. They capture the attention of
people from across the spectrum; travellers,
tourists, locals, and animal-lovers alike flock
to the African reserves and national parks in
the hope of catching a glimpse of these rare
and enchanting animals, and experience what
it is like to see these majestic creatures in the
wild. In either case, it is an experience that is on
many travellers’ bucket lists.
King of the jungle
The lion is one of the most sought-after
trophies of the Big Five. The best time for seeing
them is in the early morning or at night. During
the daytime they love taking their beauty sleep.
Although their nickname, king of the jungle,
would suggest differently, you will find them in
the open savannah. Lions are social creatures
and live together in groups called prides. The
lions in each pride look after one another and
use their roars as a means of communication.

A lion’s roar can be heard up to 5 miles away.
Although the male lion is supposed to be the
king, the female does most of the stalking and
killing of prey. She is also the centre of the lion
pride. Today, fewer than 20,000 wild lions are
estimated to be left in the world.

The elusive leopard
A sighting of a leopard is always considered
to be very special, because it is rare. Their
preferred environment consists of rocky
landscapes with dense foliage and forests. They
come out at night to hunt, and spend their days
resting in the safety of tree branches, which
they use as lofted homes where they also take
their prey to protect it from bigger predators like
hyenas and lions.
The widow maker
Usually considered the most dangerous of
the Big Five to hunt, due to its unpredictable
behaviour, the Cape buffalo is often nicknamed
“black death” or “the widow maker”. This
massive animal’s only predators are humans
and lion, and it will fiercely defend itself when
threatened.
Black & white
The African rhinoceros is divided into two
species: the black rhino and the white rhino,
which has nothing to do with their (grey) colour,
but with the shape of their lips. White rhinos
(wide, square upper lip) live predominantly in
South Africa but have been reintroduced in

“IN 1990, SOUTH
AFRICA DECIDED
TO HONOUR
THE BEAUTY OF
THE BIG FIVE,
AND THEIR
IMPORTANT
CONTRIBUTION
TO THE
COUNTRY’S
TOURISM, BY
DISPLAYING
EACH OF THEM
ON THEIR
BANKNOTES”
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several other nearby countries.
98% of black rhinos (pointed upper lip) live in
four countries: South Africa, Namibia, Zimbabwe,
and Kenya. They are incredibly strong and bulky
animals, although surprisingly they can reach
speeds of up to 30 miles per hour. There are
only 29,500 rhinos left on earth, with 70% of
them living in South Africa, and they are hence
listed as “critically endangered”.
Big, bigger, biggest
The African elephant is the largest land animal
on earth. It grows up to 4 metres (15 feet) in
height and can easily consume up to 200 kg,
or 440 lb, of forage per day, drinking up to
190 litres of water. The word elephant comes
from the Greek word “elephas” which means
ivory. Elephants are known for their strong
family bonds. Herds are always directed by a
matriarch, who is appointed by the herd. She
leads her family to fresh water and green grass
and leaves. Following the footsteps of these
grand creatures, and watching them in their
natural habitat is a rare and wonderful sight.
Have you ever noticed the shape of their ears?
They seem to reflect the African continent
where they still roam free..
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Sebastiaan Messerschmidt
THE DUTCH REPRESENTATIVE IN CAPE TOWN

S

Sebastiaan Messerschmidt became Dutch Consul General in Cape Town
in August 2018. He is a great believer in the power of co-creation and
thinks South Africa poses quite a few challenges.

peaking of challenges, Messerschmidt has
experienced some trying times already. He
was in Cape Town when the water supply was in
danger because of severe drought. And in April
2020, at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
he suddenly found himself in charge of the
repatriation of thousands of stranded Dutch
citizens and other foreigners. “All of a sudden
I was a travel guide, I had to organise coaches
to transport the people to the airport. It was a
bizarre situation.”
I assume South Africa has surprised you many
times?
“Like many Dutch I was, and still am, surprised
by the special historic link between the
Netherlands and South Africa. We share an

“I FIND IT VERY
INTERESTING
TO REPRESENT
THE
NETHERLANDS
IN THE CAPE.
THIS PLACE
IMMEDIATELY
PUTS ITS SPELL
ON YOU AND
IT IS EASY TO
LOSE YOUR
HEART TO IT”
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extraordinary history that goes back to 1652.
For me personally it is important to emphasise
that we were very active at the time in
supporting the Anti-Apartheid Movement, both
socially and politically. We wholeheartedly took
up the cause.”
But…
“Yes, there is a but. In April 1652 Jan van
Riebeeck landed in South Africa to set up a
refreshment outpost for the Dutch East India
Company, the VOC (Vereenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie), and that resulted in tens of
thousands of enslaved people being brought
to the Cape. Nowadays people here in South
Africa still identify with this period in time. As
a representative of the Dutch authorities I am

A A L D E R I N G FACE TO FACE

sometimes called to account about being a
representative of that history. For instance,
I was walking my dog in Green Point Park
and got talking to a man. He said: ‘I am here
because of you.’ I asked him what he meant,
and he replied: ‘I am Cape Malay. That means
that your ancestors shackled my ancestors,
put them on a ship and brought them here.
That is why I am here because of you.’ His life
is still determined to some extent by the fact
that he is here because of the VOC. Of course
the identity issue has been intensified because
South Africa used to be an Apartheid state
and discrimination was regulated by law and
implemented by the state. People here link the
consequences of that with the VOC and Jan
van Riebeeck.”
What does this mean for Dutch people wanting
to work and live in the Western Cape?
“It means that we play a role in the recognition
of the position we held in that history which
still reverberates today. In the words of a film
maker I spoke to, who described it beautifully:
‘You need to shut up and listen, and don’t come
to me with your white guilt.’ That has become
my mantra. We Dutch shouldn’t want to be part
of the debate, but we do need to be there to

listen to the inconvenient story, without starting
to defend ourselves, without formulating an
answer. The embassy and the consulate have
set up a cultural programme in an effort to
create a space for this discussion in South
Africa about South Africa and what it means to
be a Dutch person there, these two aspects.”

“IT IS
RUGGED, IT IS
BEAUTIFUL, IT
IS RICH, AND
IT IS POOR. IT
IS NOT EASY,
BUT IT IS ALSO
FANTASTIC IF
YOU MANAGE
TO MAKE A
SUCCESS OF IT”
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So, no ‘yes, buts’. What about an apology?
“No, saying sorry is no use to anyone. A
‘premature apology’, as I like to call it, would
put an end to the discussion. My aim is to
have this discussion together. For instance, we
fund the digitisation of the VOC records in the
Western Cape. In that way people can bring
back their own history. For example, someone
called Februari can look in the archives and
see that the surname was given to people who
were enslaved in February. People really want
to find out more about their identity, and it is
important that they feel they are allowed to
know where they belong, that they have a place
to call home. Another example: on our website
cocreatesa.nl you will find interviews with South
Africans from various backgrounds, about
religion, economic background, and about who
they really are in this country.”

You think it is important the Dutch people in
the Cape understand in which society they find
themselves.
“Economic ties are the mainstay of our
relationships, but we also try to show companies
what the do’s and don’ts are in their personal
contacts. That you have to take the time to
really get to know each other. Just as you would
do in most countries outside Europe, you first
build a relationship. And this relationship goes
deeper than the odd Zoom call and a signature.
South Africa is a tremendously interesting
country, but it is also a traumatised society.
People here carry a lot of life baggage and
posses a lot of wisdom. We can really learn from
them.”
Does that make Cape Town a special
posting for you?
“I find it very interesting to represent the
Netherlands in the Cape. This place immediately
puts its spell on you and it is easy to lose your
heart to it. In my view the nature of the people
also to some extent reflects the landscape.
There are mountains that simply hurl themselves into the sea. It is rugged, it is beautiful,
it is rich, and it is poor. It is not easy, but it is
also fantastic if you manage to make a success
of it. Tremendous beauty can be found in the
drama, and doing business here can be easy
one day and completely impossible the next.
People setting up a business here really have
an entrepreneurial heart. They have staying
power and are going for the long haul. They
know what it is like to be on the receiving end, to
pick themselves up and get going again. That
is why I have so much respect for entrepreneurs
like the Aaldering family. They manage to run
an excellent company and make a success of
it. They produce delicious wines. I love drinking
them.”
Are you a wine lover?
“I don’t drink very much, but when I do, I always
go for a superior wine. I particularly like the
South African Shiraz grape. But also the white
South African wines, the Chenin, Sauvignon
Blanc and Chardonnay are high quality. They
are certainly a match for the French wines, for
instance. I can wholeheartedly recommend a
visit to the Cape Winelands therefore, to meet
wine farmers like Aaldering Vineyards & Wines.
They make splendid wines and what could be
better than tasting them while looking out over
the vineyards and enjoying the atmosphere.
Absolute bliss!”

“ACTUALLY,
YOU ONLY NEED
ONE WORD TO
SUMMARISE
THE BEAUTY OF
THIS COUNTRY:
PHENOMENAL!”

You have been in the country for three years
now. What would you recommend to tourists
wanting to travel to South Africa?
“South Africa badly needs tourists and has
incredibly much to offer, like Kruger National
Park, the Cape Winelands, and Table Mountain.
The diversity is very attractive. But I would
certainly recommend tourists to look a bit
further than the beautiful beaches and surfing
hotspots. Visiting the Slave Lodge in Cape
Town, for instance, is very worthwhile, or the
splendid Zeitz Museum of Contemporary African
Art. Unlike what you would find in Europe, most
city centres here are not particularly attractive
in my opinion. Nature is what South Africa is
really all about. Tropical jungle, the arid Karoo,
mountain ranges like the Swartberg Pass, and
sleepy villages like Prince Albert. I am a cyclist
myself and my ultimate trip is the one across
Chapman’s Peak. Actually, you only need one
word to summarise the beauty of this country:
phenomenal!”

* In The South African Dream issue 2016
we interviewed Bonnie Horbach, Sebastiaan
Messerschmidt’s predecessor. She highlighted
the work of a consul general and the importance
of co-creation. Read the interview on
https://www.aaldering.co.za/magazine/
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Bottles

CURAÇAO AND BONAIRE
In the last 10 to 15 years the demand for quality wines, like the wines of Aaldering Vineyards
& Wines, has steadily increased on the Dutch Caribbean islands Curaçao and Bonaire. That’s
why we have a face to face with Gino Nivillac of Bottles,
the wine specialist on the tropical islands.

“B

ottles is the wine, beer and spirits
specialist on Curaçao and Bonaire.
We offer a unique range of wines from wellknown and unknown wine houses world-wide.
Besides wine, Bottles also has an extensive
range of beer and spirits, where quality comes
first. Our employees give tailor-made advice
and, of course, our clients can also taste the
products. In addition to the shop, Bottles has
a web shop where the entire range is available
online.
To give our customers the opportunity to
experience our products to the fullest, and make
them aware of what they are drinking, Bottles
organises various (wine) tastings, and we also
have our annual events.”
How is wine looked upon on the islands?
Is it, like in many countries, a daily need?
“In the last 10 to 15 years, there has been a
considerable increase in the demand for quality
wines from both the new and old world. This is
partly due to the many wine apps, the advent of
social media, and the many culinary television
programmes. As a result of various wine courses
and events, people are introduced to wines they
would probably never have chosen themselves.
This increases the demand for new wine
brands. In addition, in recent decades culinary
restaurants have started to offer wine/food
combinations.”

Why has Bottles chosen the Aaldering wines?
“We selected Aaldering because Bottles wants,
among other things, to focus on award-winning
boutique wineries. And besides, Aaldering has a
Dutch heritage, just like Curaçao and Bonaire.
Since we have been introduced to Aaldering’s
wines, we can only say that we are a proud
distributor.”

“EVERY
UNFORGETTABLE
NIGHT STARTS
WITH A UNIQUE
BOTTLE”

Is there a favourite among your customers?
“New wine drinkers often choose the Florence
blend and the more experienced connoisseurs
go for the Aaldering Shiraz. Especially
because there is a lot of BBQing on the
islands. Aaldering’s red wines are the perfect
accompaniment for that.”
How do you promote the Aaldering wines
to your clients?
“We promote Aaldering by organising tastings
and by advising our clients on wine and food
combinations. We also put the Aaldering wines
on the menus of classy restaurants.”
How are your customers reacting to
the Aaldering wines?
“Pleasantly surprised. Many customers/tourists
(mainly from the Netherlands) are familiar with
Aaldering and are pleased that the wines are
available at Bottles.”
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Vivino
The app that changed the world of wine
Having trouble selecting the right wine to buy? Vivino is the world’s largest online wine marketplace
and most frequently downloaded wine app, powered by a community of millions of wine lovers.
Vivino’s unique wine shopping experience uses community data to suggest personalised wine
recommendations, making the discovery and purchase of wine fun, accessible, and effortless for wine
drinkers at all levels.

E

njoy life through drinking wine or
Long live the wine are just two
interpretations of “Vivino”, the name of the
wine app that heralded a new era in buying
wine.
How it all started
In 2008, serial entrepreneur Heini
Zachariassen was on his way to a dinner
party in Copenhagen when he stopped
at a supermarket to buy a bottle of wine.
Choosing the right bottle from this wall full
of wines proved intimidating and mystifying.
“I was thinking, ‘What the heck do I buy?’”
says Zachariassen. At that moment, the
seeds were planted for creating an app
that would make the world of wine more
accessible, and a bottle of wine as easy to
evaluate, understand, and purchase as a
book or movie.
In 2010, within two years of this epiphany,
Zachariassen had teamed up with a former
colleague, the product developer Theis
Søndergaard, and together they launched
Vivino.

“EVEN FOR WINE
CONNOISSEURS,
THE APP OFFERS
A BOUNTY
OF DATA AND
RECOMMENDATIONS”

A hell of a success
Aimed at acting as a “sommelier in your
pocket”, Vivino was created to simplify
the wine-buying process and make it less
daunting. “The main driving force behind
building the app was that original feeling of
ignorance I had as I aimlessly stared at the
wall of wine,” Zachariassen explains. Having
previously worked for a cybersecurity
software company, he was well versed in
tech, and felt his lack of wine expertise
would play to his advantage while creating
an app for similarly novice consumers with
an interest in wine and a thirst for finding
out more.
Wine explorer
Recently, the app launched the Wine
Explorer feature that allows users to search
for a wine by price, style, taste profile,
country, grape, and food pairing.
The smartest feature of the Vivino app is
the Label Scanner, which can bring up all
the information you need about a bottle of
wine by simply downloading a photo of its
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Buying the right wine every time…
“You take a photo of any wine label or
restaurant wine list, or search by wine,
and you will instantly see the wine’s rating,
reviews, price, tasting notes, and suggested
food pairings. With one click you can
purchase your favourite bottles online;
in the app or on our website. And then
the fun part starts: add your ratings and
reviews, keep track of the wines you like,
and discover new recommendations. Save
the bottles you purchased in your virtual
cellar, so you always know what you have
on hand. And with the largest community
of wine drinkers, a lot of great advice is
available on Vivino. Our real ratings will
help you pick the best wine every time.
To showcase our tremendous success,”
founder Heini Zachariassen smiles, “these
are the stats:
• 53 million app downloads;
• 20,000 new users every day;
• 14 million wines;
• 1.6 billion wine labels scanned;
• 77 million reviews;
• 215 million ratings;
• 237,000 wineries featured;
• 700 retail partners in 17 countries.”

label. While trying to make a snap decision
in an off-licence or supermarket, you can
find out if the bottle you are holding would
be a good deal, and whether it, for instance,
has the smoothness or dryness you are
looking for in a wine.
While planning a meal for the weekend, you
might choose from wines that would pair
best with pasta, or read up on categories
like “Fantastic South African reds” or “Great
value whites”. With over 300 distinct styles,
the app will show you how many you have
tried, and you can sort the wines by everything from grape type to food pairings.
Even for wine connoisseurs, the app offers a
bounty of data and recommendations.
When you started, did you connect with
experts in the wine world?
“Honestly, no. The people that did know
the wine world said to me: “’You’re insane!
First and foremost because there are so
many wines out there. You should start with
Bordeaux and only do Bordeaux.’ But I liked
the naivety of saying ‘Hey, no, we’re going
to do this’.”
Users can now buy wines using Vivino. Was
that always the plan?
“It was definitely in our head from day one,
but we started doing it in 2016, slowly. It
was a tricky thing to start up. We thought
we’d just find some wine stores, put them
in there, and it would all be amazing. It was
not. Figuring out which partners we should
work with took us at least a year. Now we’re
probably the biggest online wine seller
anywhere in the world.”

The ranking of the Aaldering wines
Gert-Jan Posthuma: “We are proud that
we always score between 4 and 5 stars
with our wines. We really appreciate these
ratings because they come from individuals/end users. And not from a tasting
panel of a wine competition. Aaldering is
often among the 2 or 3% best wines of
Stellenbosch and among the 7 or 8% best
wines in the world.”
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UNDER

African
skiess
skie
They are an attraction in themselves: the majestic African
skies. The sunsets colouring the sky from warm yellow to
dark red, the clouds breaking up the clear blue. Discover
the most enchanting landscapes of South Africa.

BLYDE RIVER CANYON MPUMALANGANj
Blyde means “happy” in old Dutch. The
“happy river” was thus named in 1844,
when some Voortrekkers safely returned
from an expedition to join the rest of their
party who had considered them dead.
The Blyde River Canyon is one of the
larger canyons on earth and is also called
a “green canyon” because of its
subtropical vegetation. The canyon is part
of the Panorama Route that starts at
Graskop and includes God’s Window and
Bourke’s Luck Potholes.

THREE
RONDAVELS MPUMALANGANj
So named as the
formation resembles the
African round huts, usually
made of mud with
thatched grass roofs,
called “rondavels” in the
Afrikaans language.

BALULE
PRIVATE
NATURE
RESERVE LIMPOPO
Experience the
wild heart of the
South African
Bushveld in the
Greater
Kruger Park.
Balule Nature
Reserve shares
an unfenced
border with the
renowned Kruger
National Park.
It is home to the
Big Five, and
famous for its
abundance of
African wildlife.
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PILANESBERG
NATIONAL PARK
– NORTH WEST
PROVINCE
The volcanic crater in
which this park is situated
resulted from an eruption
that took place around
1.2 billion years ago. Over
40 years ago, the wildlife
relocation project
Operation Genesis was set
up to increase the game
population in the area.
More than 6000 animals
were re-introduced. Seeing
this park from a hot air
balloon high up in the sky
is an incredibly calming
experience. Since the
balloon travels with the
wind, you will not be
hindered by turbulence,
and the only noise you will
hear is an occasional blast
of the burner.

KOMMETJIE –
WESTERN CAPENj
Slangkop (1919) is the
tallest cast-iron tower on
the South African coast.
Standing 33 metres tall,
the tower looks out over
the surfers, fishermen, and
divers in the tiny village of
Kommetjie. Over the years it
served its purpose to steer
ships around the dangerous
rocks and hidden reefs of
the Atlantic Ocean.
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GREAT GARIEP –
NORTHERN CAPE
Where the Kalahari and
the Nama-Karoo deserts
meet, the Great Gariep
River – more commonly
known as the Orange
River – flows, bringing life
to the typically arid worlds
on both sides, and
turning the area into an
oasis. This river was once
called “God’s gift to the
Southern African
thirstland”. Here,
travellers can experience
the Quiver Tree Route,
located in an arid zone
with stifling hot summers
and chilly winter nights.
This route was aptly
named after the
eponymous
quiver tree, one of this
region’s most captivating
botanical symbols.

COFFEE BAY –
EASTERN CAPE
Hole in the Wall is one of the
Wild Coast’s most beautiful
natural attractions. According to
geologists the cliff was once
connected to the land, but the
porous sandstone eroded as a
result of constant wave action.
The same goes for the more
fragile shale and sandstone
pockets beneath the hard
dolerite, thus creating the arch.
Locals also believe it is a
gateway to the world of their
ancestors.

A A L D E R IN G CUSTO M E R E X P ER I EN C ES

West Cape
ESTONIA

The relationship between West Cape and South Africa has gone from strength to
strength in the last 20 years. Since the company discovered the Aaldering wines they
have been importing them into Estonia. On this page we have a face to face with
Vaho Klaamann, owner of West Cape OÜ in Tallinn, Estonia.

“M

y first visit to South Africa was in
1991, so I was well aware of the
high quality of the wines that were produced
in this country. Therefore, it was sad to see
what was available in our shops at home.
Together with some friends, we decided to make
another visit to South Africa and put together
a container of wines. We started as private
persons, and as such shipped four containers
before establishing our own wine company, West
Cape. Today I am preparing our 25th container
to be shipped in about a month. Our current
selection consists of around 350 wines from
over 30 producers, and our average stock is
somewhere around 20,000 bottles. Probably
one of the best South African wine selections
outside of South Africa, but still with zero
employees and no physical shops. Everything is
managed via our web shop: www.westcape.net.”
How is wine looked upon in Estonia?
Is it, like in many countries, a daily need?
“Wine has become an essential part of our
food culture; many families have a bottle or
two with their dinner, and during the summer
holidays with their lunch as well. So an annual
consumption of 300-500 bottles per family is a
pretty realistic estimation.”

to Aaldering, I was introduced to their former
winemaker. He invited me to visit the estate
and it didn’t take long for us to start importing
Aaldering wines.”
Is there a favourite among your customers?
“Aaldering Florence Barrel Selection is one of
our bestsellers. It is very good value for money,
and is also often used by companies as a
promotional gift, or for customer events. New
vintages often sell better than the older ones –
even when these wines need ageing.”

“EVERY WINE
PRODUCER
NEEDS
“ICEBREAKING
WINES” TO OPEN
THE DOOR TO
THEIR ENTIRE
PORTFOLIO”

Why have you chosen the Aaldering wines?
“It’s all about people. We never select wines at
big wine fairs or trade events, we prefer visiting
vineyards and meeting people. We want to see
how they are operating, and what their values
are and their winemaking philosophy. If there is
a click, we will start doing business – assuming
that the wines are good, of course. With regard
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How are your customers reacting to
the Aaldering wines?
“When customers are buying a certain type
of wine for the first time, they usually don’t
remember who produced it. If they like this wine,
they rate it in Vivino and look for familiar labels
when ordering a next time. To me, marketing
wines and creating brand awareness is a bit like
how things go in the music industry. If you hear
a nice song on the radio, you don’t necessarily
know the artist’s name. But when you find out
that they have released another good song,
you may google the artist, download some of
their albums and then realise that their other
songs are good as well. And if you then become
a fan, you will listen to everything they produce.
Every wine producer therefore needs some good
“icebreaking wines” to open the door to their
entire portfolio. So far Pinotage Blanc and Lady
M have been the two high-class wines that
make Aaldering stand out from other producers.
But the limited edition of the Pinotage Rosé
Woman of the World appears to be a strong
contender as well.”

A A L D E R I N G FAC E TO FAC E

The Aaldering family
A SUCCESS STORY

The Aaldering family, consisting of ten brothers, could well be described as a success story.
All readers of this magazine already know about Fons, the eldest of the “clan”, as the founder and
owner of our beloved Aaldering Vineyards & Wines – Luxury Lodges. In every issue of the upcoming
editions, we will have a face-to-face conversation with one of the brothers. In this issue:
Martin Aaldering, fourth in line.

T

en brothers, ten stories, ten illustrious
careers. The stage is set for you, Martin
Aaldering. What’s your story?
“After my military service I ended up in
commerce. After having worked for one of my
brothers for about five years, I started working
in sales at a technical company and eventually
started as an independent entrepreneur. The
next step was to buy a number of companies
abroad and mould them into a workable
whole. After a few years, I sold this company
to a foreign multinational and bought a Dutch
company to have something to keep me busy.
In the past, the name of this company was Van
Berkel’s Patent, manufacturer of scales and
cutting machines. Now the company is called
Deko Holland and still makes slicers which are
exported to 40 different countries.”
Is the love of the hospitality industry and doing
business something you were brought up on at
home?
“We didn’t all enjoy the hospitality industry, but
we do enjoy doing business.”
Active involvement in your company and your
people, it seems to be the greatest common denominator between the brothers. Doing nothing
is not an option. How is that expressed in your
case?
“Our employees have always been the
company’s capital. Every entrepreneur should
know that. Commitment to what you do is a
prerequisite for success. Doing nothing is a
habit our parents didn’t like; it makes you lazy.
That too is something we were brought up on.”

“MARTIN
AALDERING
IS CEO AND
OWNER OF DEKO
HOLLAND, IN
ARNHEM, THE
NETHERLANDS; A
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
SELLING MEAT
SLICERS. THEY
EXPORT THEIR
MACHINES TO
40 DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES.
THEIR SLOGAN
IS: FOR THE
PERFECT SLICE”

You know South Africa and the estate of your
brother Fons and his wife Marianne. How do you
look at it?
“We travelled to South Africa for the first time in
the 1980s. Our daughters, who are now over 40,
still have the best memories of this trip. For us, it
was the introduction to a country where you feel
that people live with passion. Our experience
with the wines from southern Africa was very
surprising at the time, and we saw the potential.
Now, forty years later, the market has matured,
and the quality of the wines is of a high
standard. Understandably, brother Fons found
it necessary to “go into wine” there, and not
without success. After years of experimenting
and improving we now see that the Aaldering
wines have earned themselves a good place in
the market. The development continues, and
that is a clear sign that Fons and Marianne put
their heart and soul into improving the quality of
the Aaldering wines. I therefore look with pride
at what has been achieved in a relatively short
period of time, also in terms of branding. But
there is also a downside for us as a family. We
hardly dare to drink any other wine, but considering the quality that is not a punishment either.
Besides, I think it’s great that daughter
Jacqueline and son-in-law Gert-Jan are now
continuing the business.”
What is your favourite and most striking family
anecdote?
“There are many, but one of the oldest and
best-known is the brother who had to light the
coal stove and did not notice that it was still
smouldering. He threw a bottle of spirit in the
stove after which the whole thing exploded and
the chimney fell off the roof. We were immediately wide awake on that cold winter morning.
We all know which brother it was, but we keep
silent about it, of course.”
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Pinotage
SPOTLIGHT ON…

THE GRAPE THAT PRODUCES FOUR BRILLIANT WINES
Pinotage is South Africa’s signature red grape, but there is no winery that produces
four - yes, four - different wines from that one grape. We proudly present our flagship Estate
Pinotage, the elegant Lady M, the fascinating Pinotage Blanc, and the award-winning
Women of the World Pinotage Rosé.

P

inotage grapes rely extensively on the
winemaker’s skills and style of winemaking, and have the potential to produce
deep-coloured, fruity wines that are drinkable
early on as well as with age. At Aaldering, our
Pinotage grapes are treated with great respect.
It starts with a careful selection process in the
vineyards, to ensure that only the best grapes
make it to the cellar. Inferior fruit is cut out in
the months leading up to harvest. What’s left is
the result of months of very precise viticulture.

One cultivar, four wines?
Winemaker Reinhard Odendaal, who learned his
winemaking skills mainly from Beyers Truter, the
king of Pinotage, explains the secret: “For the
Aaldering Estate Pinotage grapes are crushed
and destemmed. The grapes are sorted over
a shaker table to remove all undesired plant
material. They are then cooled down before
being transferred to the tank for cold soaking.
This happens for a period of two to four days
and has the objective to extract the grapes’
lovely fruit-driven flavours without drawing out
excessive tannins, which could result in bitterness. Fermentation is activated by raising the
temperature, after which the juice is circulated
two to four times daily to keep the skins wet
and cool, whilst extracting colour and structure.
This is done until the fermentation process is
finished. The juice is then separated from the
skins and drained into a stainless steel tank. A
few days later, the wine is pumped into barrels,
where it spends 16 months before being bottled.
So, it’s not an easy wine to work with but if you
put a lot of effort in it, the outcome is wonderful.
And we at Aaldering really produce a topquality Pinotage. Our soil, the closeness to the
sea, the weather, it all comes together here.”

And the Aaldering Estate Lady M?
“Whilst fermenting, the wine will only get two
pump-overs per day. It is then racked from the
skins, after which the remaining juice is gently
pressed out. Our Lady M does not mature in
wooden barrels; therefore it is an elegant
unwooded red wine.”

“OUR PINOTAGE
BLANC IS A
TRULY UNIQUE
EXPRESSION OF
THE PINOTAGE
CULTIVAR”
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But how do you get the flavours and colour of
the Aaldering Estate Pinotage Rosé?
“After destemming, the grapes are cooled and
immediately transferred into the press before
fermentation. Draining the juice starts straight
away, with the last remaining juice being
pressed out at a very low pressure to achieve a
light salmon colour. The sediment then starts to
settle, after which it is separated.
Fermentation is then activated and the bottling
is a few months later.”
And then the secret of the Aaldering Estate
Pinotage Blanc, a rarely seen Blanc de Noir?
“After harvesting, the grapes remain in the cool
room overnight until their temperature has
dropped to close to 5°C. In this case whole
bunches go straight into the press. The juice
is pressed out extremely gently, to prevent any
colour release from the skins. After that, the
juice is cooled down, with temperatures being
kept below 10°C. This is when the sediment
starts to settle. When that process is
completed, the juice is racked after which the
fermentation process kicks in. The Pinotage
Blanc is fermented between 12°C and 14°C to
preserve the wine’s lovely aromas. The wine
stays on the lees for a couple of months and is
then prepared for bottling.”

Tasting Notes
A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
S AU V I G N O N B L A N C 2 02 0

A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
P I N OTAG E B L A N C 2 02 1

Colour: 	Pale straw hue with a slight
green tint.
Nose: 	
White asparagus, green pepper,
and elegant floral notes on the
nose with a hint of passion fruit.
Flint and minerality adds poise
and character.
Palate: 	The medium-bodied palate
follows through with more green
pepper and grapefruit that is
balanced out by a restrained
acidity.
Ageing: 	Enjoy this complex wine over the
next 4 years.

Colour: 	A unique off-white onion skin hue
separates this wine from the rest of the
pack.
Nose: 	Prominent strawberry and candyfloss
aromas are supported by a medley of
green apple, pear, and banana notes.
Palate: 	The sweet red berry flavours are
balanced out by delicate tart cherry
flavours and hints of pink marshmallow
and stone fruit. A round, creamy, full
mouthfeel and minerality adds to the
complexity of this uniquely feminine
expression of the Pinotage cultivar.
Ageing: 	Thanks to its lively acidity, one can easily
continue to enjoy this wine over the next
5 years.

A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
L A DY M 2 01 9

A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
P I N OTAG E 2 01 8

Colour: 	
Deep red in colour with a hint of
purple.
Nose: 	Red cherry and raspberry notes
are interspersed with savoury
and smoky scents.
Palate: 	Full-bodied and supported by
velvety tannins, the wine finishes
off with a sweet red berry taste
which is nicely balanced out by
the acidity.
Ageing: 	Enjoy this wine now, or over the
next 5 years.

Colour: 	Deep red with a dark purple rim.
Nose: 	Primary flavours of deep purple plums,
prunes, and cherry notes are balanced
with forest and savoury floor notes. Dark
chocolate, roasted coffee beans and
warm spice notes add to the complexity.
Palate: 	The dark purple fruit follows through
from the nose in this full-bodied wine,
a complex and deep core enamours
the taste buds whilst the tight tannins
and balanced acidity adds length and
longevity to this wonderful example of
Pinotage.
Ageing: 	Already drinking beautifully, but will cellar
well for at least another 10 years.
.
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A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
C H A R D O N N AY 2 02 0

A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
N O B L E L AT E H A RV E ST 2 01 6

Colour: 	Pale golden straw.
Nose: 	Lemon zest and peach blossom
are supported by hazelnut and
buttered toast, underpinned by a
rich minerality.
Palate: 	Full-bodied and buttery in
character, the opulent mouthfeel is
accentuated by grippy tannins and
an acidity that adds length and
liveliness to the finish.
Ageing: 	Enjoy this handcrafted wine over the
next 7 years.

Colour: 	Gold core with a straw-coloured rim.
Nose: 	Peaches, apricots, honey tones and
floral orchard notes.
Palate: 	
Full-bodied and viscous, the stone
fruit notes follow through well on
the palate, the balanced acidity
and honeyed dewdrop finish lends
poise and elegance to this beautiful
example of a Noble Late Harvest wine.
Ageing: 	Already drinking beautifully, but will
cellar well for at least another 15
years.

A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
S H I R A Z 2 01 8

A A L D E R I N G CA B E R N E T
S AU V I G N O N - M E R LOT 2 01 8

Colour: Dark red.
Nose: 	Cloves and black pepper notes are
complemented by deep, dark purple
fruit aromas. Hints of earthiness,
coffee and dark chocolate add to the
complexity of this brooding wine.
Palate: 	A full-bodied wine backed by purple
fruit and spice on the mid-palate is
balanced out by rounded tannins that
add length to the finish.
Ageing: 	Already drinking beautifully, but will
cellar well for at least another 10
years.

Colour: 	
Dark red with a russet rim.
Nose: 	
Black currant, liquorice, cedar, and
cloves predominantly feature on the
nose.
Palate: 	A mix of black and red berry flavours
are supported by a complex, rounded
tannin structure that rounds off this
full-bodied wine.
Ageing: 	Already drinking beautifully, but will
cellar well for at least another 10
years.
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Tasting Notes

A A L D E R I N G E STAT E
P I N OTAG E R O S É 2 02 1 /
WO M E N O F T H E WO R L D
Colour: 	Salmon pink with an orange
hue.
Nose: 	Strawberry and raspberry
aromas are complimented
by candyfloss and red
cherry notes.
Palate: 	The nose follows through
and matches the creamy
palate whilst delightfully
lingering in the mouth
thanks to the natural
acidity and core of the wine.
Ageing: 	Enjoy now, or savour the
complexity of this bold
Rosé over the next 3 years.
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F LO R E N C E BY A A L D E R I N G –
S AU V I G N O N B L A N C C H A R D O N N AY 2 02 0

F LO R E N C E BY
AALDERING –
C H E N I N B L A N C 2 02 0

Colour: 	Pale and light with a slight yellowish hue.
Nose: 	
The Sauvignon Blanc brings green notes,
granadilla and minerality to this elegant
and delicate melange. The Chardonnay’s
role is supporting the nose with citrus
blossoms and hints of lemon curd that
add complexity and depth while not
overpowering its partner.
Palate: 	
The racy Sauvignon Blanc’s acidity is
tempered by the minerality and fullbodied nature of the Chardonnay. Clean
fruit follows through on the palate and a
lingering minerality leaves it mark.
Ageing: 	Enjoy this beautiful marriage in a bottle
over the next 6 years.

Colour: 	Pale straw.
Nose: 	Tropical fruit is supported by
quince and peach blossoms.
An enticing minerality lends
backbone to the nose and
palate.
Palate: 	Full-bodied with a creamy
mouthfeel and refreshing acidity
lends support to the clean
	fruit-driven flavours derived
from the nose.
Ageing: 	Enjoy this wine over the next
4 years.

F LO R E N C E BY A A L D E R I N G
– P I N OTAG E R O S É 2 02 1

F LO R E N C E BY A A L D E R I N G
– W I N E M A K E R S S E L EC T I O N
– CA P E B L E N D 2 01 9

Colour: 	Light pink with an orange hue.
Nose: 	Sweet red berry aromas are supported by
candyfloss and floral notes.
Palate: 	Tart cherry and raspberry flavours
infuse the palate whilst a balanced
acidity adds length and elegance to this
medium-bodied Rosé.
Ageing: 	Enjoy now or savour the complexity over
the next 3 years.

Colour: 	Deep red with hints of dark purple
on the rim.
Nose: 	
Plums, spices, red and blackberry
tones are underpinned with
savoury notes and complemented
by dark chocolate and coffee
aromas.
Palate: 	Full-bodied with balanced tannins,
the complexity of the nose follows
through well on the palate and the
acidity adds length to the finish.
Ageing: 	Already drinking beautifully, but will
cellar well for at least another 5
years.
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